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The impressive scale and formal dynamism of Jacqueline Ball’s photographs 
hook the viewer straightaway. As we move closer and more of the detail 
becomes clear, we see materials curve, fold and crumble, suggesting both 
natural and architecturally outlandish forms. It’s hard to tell exactly what we’re 
looking at. All sense of scale is lost without a familiar point of reference, and, 
although at times a material might seem faintly recognisable, ambiguity is 
carefully orchestrated within the works. It’s difficult to discern inside from outside, 
the colossal from the minute. Her work remains a mystery.

Although Ball’s works are large-scale photographs, they are so materially rich 
that the ‘flatness’ of photography is easily forgotten, surpassed by the sculptural 
qualities found within the frame. Not unlike artists such as Thomas Demand and 
Saskia Olde Wolbers (Wolbers being a critical influence), Ball carefully constructs 
models in her studio out of materials such as clay, plaster, wax, cardboard and 
metal, which she then photographs or films. The process, however, is far from 
simple. There is a great deal of thinking behind every step: every surface is 
meticulously considered, readjusted and shot multiple times to achieve formal 
tension in the image.1 This wrangling between artist, materials and camera 
produces striking results as light softly bounces from some surfaces to bring 
them forward or recedes from others to emphasise certain textures and create 
depth. Indeed, like all photographers, Ball uses light as a subject – but she 
pushes it so far that it becomes almost a ‘special effect’. The depth of field is 
also skilfully manipulated, softening and sharpening when necessary to achieve 
abstractly theatrical results. 

The series Ball produced for Primavera 2013, Fluctuate #1–8 (2013), consists 
of eight large photographs (140 x 210 cm each) printed on photo rag; they 
are displayed together, unframed, and double-hung on the wall. The way the 
individual images create an overall composition is an important aspect of her 
work. She often creates works that specifically address characteristics of the 
space in which they are to be displayed. The scale, image ratio and overall grid 
composition of these eight works, for example, is tailored to a specific gallery 
wall. In this sense, rather than the photographs being discrete works, they 
extend outside the frame due to Ball’s use of scale. The images collectively 
announce their architectural presence, both internally through their subject 
matter and externally in how they engage with the walls and floors of the gallery. 
The size of each image in Fluctuate #1–8, for example, is based on an enlarged 
domestic doorway.2 

Although the composition of each image in the series is unique and the textures 
varied, they are all tonally consistent. Red, purple and pink tones, in combination 
with curved, organic forms, suggest bodily qualities, creating a visual tension 
when contrasted against structures with sharper angles and geometric forms. 

As we gather from the works’ highly constructed nature, fiction is a crucial 
element of Ball’s practice. Clearly present in this work is her interest in ‘post-
apocalyptic narratives, cultural artefacts, archaeological discoveries, and old 
world expeditions into unknown territories’.3 Her photographs are so enigmatic 
they act like entry points into alternative realities, allowing for an open-ended 
experience that encourages fantastical thought. In Fluctuate #1, for example, 

we peer into a tunnel or larynx-like gorge which opens up onto a darker space 
filled with sharp, triangular peaks – like we’re performing a laparoscopy into an 
unknown, part organic, part constructed entity. Other images from the series look 
like the interior of a cave, with massive resting monoliths and stalactites suspended 
from above, or like ancient abandoned temples either decaying or untouched.

The powerful, even awe-inspiring, nature of Ball’s constructions is reminiscent 
of 19th-century Romantic painting, in which artists used the epic force of nature 
as an expression of the sublime. A well-known example of this is Caspar David 
Friedrich’s painting The Monk by the Sea (1808–10). There’s also a certain 
darkness and peril in the works that is suggestive of Edmund Burke’s concept  
of the sublime, in which the imagination is moved to awe and instilled with horror 
by what is ‘dark, uncertain, and confused’.4 The sublime may inspire horror, 
but one receives pleasure in knowing that the perception is a fiction – a sort 
of negative pleasure that derives from the dual emotional quality of fear and 
attraction. What Ball’s deliberate ambiguity does is to reject an easy resolution  
of this binary; because we don’t know where we are, her constructions remain 
as unsettling questions. The fact that their massive size looms over us makes 
them doubly troubling in this regard. 

With her careful control of such effects, it’s no wonder that Ball has a keen 
interest in photography’s constructed nature. She cites Blair French’s take on 
Pat Brassington (also a key influence) as being an apt summary of what drives 
her practice: ‘[photography] is in fact an opaque medium with its own material 
qualities. It abstracts and distorts its source material. It is an art of fabrication,  
a construction…’5 

Ball has really made this zone her own, making us simultaneously believe in 
and doubt photography as a machine of realism. In doing so, her work charts 
the tension between photography’s truth value and its status as a tool for the 
imagination. In a sense, then, she not only highlights the artifice of all modes of 
representation but also emphasises the relativity in how we perceive the world. 

Through her work, small clumps of material can become colossal forms and 
mysterious ancient caves – a universe can fit in your hand. 

Iván Muñiz Reed

1_ Suggested in an email conversation with Robert Cook, 6 June 2013
2_ Primavera 2013 Media Release 
3_ Artist’s Statement
4_  Burke, Edmund, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime  

and Beautiful, Published by J. J. Tourneisen, 1792, first published 1756
5_  French, Blair, ‘Pat Brassington‘ in Daniel Palmer and Blair French, Twelve Australian  

Photo Artists, 2009, Piper Press, Sydney, p.13
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Left: 
Jacqueline Ball
Fluctuate #4  2013
photographic print on 
305gsm Hahnemühle 
archival photo rag
210 x 140 cm

Right: 
Jacqueline Ball
Fluctuate #8  2013
photographic print on 
305gsm Hahnemühle 
archival photo rag
210 x 140 cm
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Left: 
Jacqueline Ball
Fluctuate #1  2013
photographic print on 
305gsm Hahnemühle 
archival photo rag
210 x 140 cm

Right: 
Jacqueline Ball
A Collection of Organised 
Spaces #46  2011
inkjet print on  
archival rag
176 x 120 cm

Below:
Jacqueline Ball
A Collection of Organised 
Spaces #29  2010
inkjet print on  
archival rag
192 x 120 cm
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Jackson Eaton is one of those artists whose life seems to effortlessly manifest 
as art. Although he also works across performance and installation, he primarily 
uses his camera to document the desire-infused quotidian. His work is diaristic 
and vulnerable, often exploring his relationship with himself and those close to him 
– it’s an introspective and intimate account of his unresolved place in the world. 
Given this, it seems as if, for Eaton, the gallery is both a sort of ‘nostalgia box’ for 
hoarding the feelings and paraphernalia that we think we’ll treasure in the future, 
and a psychologist’s office where secrets and existential dilemmas are to be aired.  

It’s no surprise that Eaton studied psychology at a graduate level. His self-
reflexive entanglements carry a purpose: cathartic release. Through his work  
we become witnesses to his internal struggles as he dwells on what it means  
to be with someone, to break up, to be single, and even to become an awkward 
third wheel. Notions of self, romance, sex, intimacy and the complexity of 
familial relationships are revealed and dissected by Eaton in a humble and often 
humorous aestheticisation of the everyday.

Eaton explores these concerns through a familiar photographic genre – the 
amateur snapshot. Washed-out colour, casual poses, off-handed composition 
and a calculated lack of polish are all part of his (paradoxically) self-effacing 
strategies as he attempts to resist the high production values commonly 
associated with art photography. His approach to image-making seems to 
invoke today’s photo-sharing paradigms – Instagram, Facebook and the like – 
that allow for a (supposedly) less-mediated experience that feels close to how 
we actually experience life. There is an easy grace and warmth to his images. 
Without his trying hard, they exude a romantic sense of nostalgia that appears 
almost accidental – they’re an Instagrammer’s dream.

For Primavera 2013, Eaton presents the work Better Half, comprising 16 pairs  
of photographs sourced from two different series. One of the series, called 
Jackson Eaton and Hasisi Park Were Never Married, captures the relationship 
between the artist and his then girlfriend over a period of nearly three years 
which they spent together in Korea. The couple are pictured reading, undressing, 
watching TV and holding each other in front of a scenic view; we can see their love 
express itself quite up close. The title of this series, though, was a premonition of 
what was perceived as inescapable by the artist, or at least showed the resignation 
he/they felt about the future of their love. She broke his heart.1  

Years before the breakup, Eaton’s parents had also split up, and his now single 
father followed his son to Korea and started teaching English in Seoul. In 2011,  
a couple of years after Eaton had broken up with Hasisi and returned to Australia, 
his father announced that he was also returning, but he wasn’t coming back  
alone. He had met a woman in Korea and they had got married after less than  
a year. These circumstances had a big impact on Eaton and his relationship with 
his father. He not only harboured unresolved feelings about the separation of his 
parents, but was resentful that his father had ‘hijacked’ his overseas adventure.2  

As a way of confronting (or maybe even resolving) these issues, Eaton decided 
to ask his father and stepmother to recreate many of the images from the Were 
Never Married series. So for every image from the series they chose, a bizarre 
double in which his father and stepmother were the protagonists was made. 
Better Half is, therefore, an oedipal struggle articulated through pairings of 

snapshots – strangely compelling and awkward to such an extent that it begins 
to feel incorrect, like we’re seeing something we shouldn’t. 

The series is reminiscent of Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s novel The double, in which a 
government clerk gradually loses his mind when he suspects that a fellow clerk 
has usurped his identity.3 Comparable to Eaton’s series, Dostoyevsky’s novel 
deals with the psychological struggle of a defeated man whose dreams are being 
fulfilled by another. While the novel could be explained in terms of a schizophrenic 
break, Eaton’s series enhances our sense of the subjects’ vulnerability, expressing 
his own fragility and the failure of his relationship, or perhaps his faded resignation 
of the human desire to bond and connect with others.

The idea of doubling is also seen in other works by Eaton. In rorschach Wetspot 
Tests (2010), for example, he photographs the imprints left on his bedsheet 
after someone has a shower and then sits on his bed. As the title suggests, the 
symmetry of the spots is similar to the psychologist’s inkblot test, used to examine 
a patient’s personality characteristics and emotional functioning. We are left 
wondering who the subject of this examination is. Is it the artist? Is it someone he 
shared intimacy with? Or is it their exchange that is being scrutinised? 

In another series, Chris and Jack do California (2012), Eaton and a friend travel 
through the US, each with their own camera, taking photographs of each other 
at various locations. As in Better Half, the images in this series acquire a new 
meaning when paired up, perhaps suggesting a process not too dissimilar to 
how we define our identity – by comparing ourselves to others and by seeing 
ourselves through someone else’s eyes. 

Although his images appear deadpan, emphasising the neutrality that can be 
achieved with photography, there is a strong performative and subjective thread 
running through his work. He recently produced a series called Melfies (which 
stands for ‘mirror selfie’), which ‘plays on that notion of the self as something 
based on how we see others seeing us’.4 In the work, the growing necessity of 
having to portray ourselves to others is questioned. Instead of actually taking his 
mirror selfie, he relinquishes power over his camera by handing it to others, so  
that society is his mirror. The result is a hilarious compilation of awkward moments 
in his everyday interactions. The titles of the images suggest the eye from which  
his identity is being constructed during the exchange – Mum Melfie, Curator Melfie, 
Friend Melfie, Op-shop Melfie, Massage Melfie… etc, are all facets of the artist  
that are constructed both individually and collectively through his interactions. 

This idea of doubling or mimesis goes back to Aristotle, who argued in his 
Poetics that ‘art imitates our shared reality and thus serves utilitarian functions in 
our process of learning about the world’.5 In this sense, Eaton also redirects the 
mirror towards us. By witnessing his intimacies, we, by proxy, conjure our own. 
We see ourselves reflected in his experience and are reminded of our  
own internal struggles and vulnerability.

Iván Muñiz Reed

1_ Artist’s Statement, 2013
2_ Artist’s Statement, 2013
3_ Suggested in an email conversation by Robert Cook, 6 June 2013  
4_  Email conversation with the artist, 14 June 2013
5_  Heartney, Eleanor, Art & Today, Phaidon Press, 2008, pg. 103
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Left: 
Jackson Eaton
untitled (couple, reading) 
from the series  
Better Half  2012, 2008
type C prints
32 prints,  
each 30 x 45 cm

Right:  
Jackson Eaton
untitled (woman, 
crosswalk) from the series 
Better Half  2012, 2007
type C prints
32 prints,  
each 30 x 45 cm
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Jackson Eaton
untitled (woman, stream) 
from the series  
Better Half  2012, 2007
type C prints
32 prints,  
each 30 x 45 cm

Jackson Eaton
untitled (couple, pool) 
from the series  
Better Half  2012, 2007
type C prints
32 prints,  
each 30 x 45 cm
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